Coaster Tutorial

Materials - 2- 5X5 squares of heavy-ish material (felt, corduroy, denim, vinyl, etc)
tearaway stabilizer
embroidery thread and matching bobbin

Step 1

Hoop 2 layers of tearaway

Step 2

Float one piece of material on stabilizer.
Step 3

Stitch until second outline then remove hoop from machine (DO NOT unhoop!). Attach second piece of material to back of hoop. I like to use painters tape.

Step 4

Reattach hoop to machine and stitch outline

Step 5

Remove hoop again and trim both front and back material as close as possible to outline stitch.

Step 6

Reattach hoop to machine and stitch out final satin edge. Now you're finished and once you remove it from the stabilizer you can add it to your growing collection!